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job details Job Description: We are currently seeking a Concrete Finisher, assisting with the

finishing touches on concrete structures. The successful candidate will play a crucial role

in ensuring that concrete surfaces are smooth, durable, and visually appealing, contributing

to the overall success of the construction project. Key Responsibilities: Prepare concrete

surfaces for finishing by cleaning, leveling, and smoothing as necessary. Apply finishing

techniques such as floating, troweling, and brushing to achieve desired texture and

appearance. Use hand and power tools to shape and finish concrete according to

specifications. Repair and patch damaged or uneven concrete surfaces as needed. Follow

safety protocols and regulations to prevent accidents and ensure a safe working

environment. Qualifications: A valid CSCS Card. Proven experience working as a Concrete

Finisher in a construction or related field. Strong knowledge of concrete materials, mixing

techniques, and finishing methods. Proficiency in using hand and power tools commonly used

in concrete finishing. Attention to detail and the ability to achieve smooth, uniform

finishes. Physical strength and stamina to perform manual labor tasks in various weather

conditions. Randstad CPE values diversity and promotes equality. No terminology in this

advert is intended to discriminate against any of the protected characteristics that fall

under the Equality Act 2010. We encourage and welcome applications from all sections of

society and are more than happy to discuss reasonable adjustments and/or additional

arrangements as required to support your application. Candidates must be eligible to live and

work in the UK. For the purposes of the Conduct Regulations 2003, when advertising

permanent vacancies we are acting as an Employment Agency, and when advertising
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temporary/contract vacancies we are acting as an Employment Business. ... Job

Description: We are currently seeking a Concrete Finisher, assisting with the finishing

touches on concrete structures. The successful candidate will play a crucial role in ensuring

that concrete surfaces are smooth, durable, and visually appealing, contributing to the

overall success of the construction project. Key Responsibilities: Prepare concrete surfaces

for finishing by cleaning, leveling, and smoothing as necessary. Apply finishing techniques such

as floating, troweling, and brushing to achieve desired texture and appearance. Use hand and

power tools to shape and finish concrete according to specifications. Repair and patch

damaged or uneven concrete surfaces as needed. Follow safety protocols and regulations to

prevent accidents and ensure a safe working environment. Qualifications: A valid CSCS Card.

Proven experience working as a Concrete Finisher in a construction or related field. Strong

knowledge of concrete materials, mixing techniques, and finishing methods. Proficiency in

using hand and power tools commonly used in concrete finishing. Attention to detail and the

ability to achieve smooth, uniform finishes. Physical strength and stamina to perform

manual labor tasks in various weather conditions. Randstad CPE values diversity and promotes

equality. No terminology in this advert is intended to discriminate against any of the

protected characteristics that fall under the Equality Act 2010. We encourage and

welcome applications from all sections of society and are more than happy to discuss

reasonable adjustments and/or additional arrangements as required to support your

application. Candidates must be eligible to live and work in the UK. For the purposes of the

Conduct Regulations 2003, when advertising permanent vacancies we are acting as an

Employment Agency, and when advertising temporary/contract vacancies we are acting as

an Employment Business. skills ability to follow job and safety instructions qualifications

CSCS
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